STABILITY Base

Assembly Instructions for both base sizes

STB-BASE & STB-TBASE
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➀ Remove Wire Management

➁ Attach Backplate
➁A
➁B

To mount your enclosure with no screws showing
from the outside, use the included 10-32x3/8 (c) Flat
Head screws and mount your backplate from the
inside of the backplate

➁C
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For easier disassembly of enclosure and base, use
the included 10-32x3/8 (b) Pan Head screws and the
inner set of holes to mount your backplate to the base
from the backside

*Enclosures that only feature one set of mounting holes with no threads will require the use of
(4)10-32x1/2 (b) screws along with (4)10-32 nuts (d) to secure the enclosure to the base

➂ Route cable

*Enclosures with internal cable routing can take advantage of option A shown below with the
cable routed through the middle of the mounting plate. All other enclosures and devices will
use option B coming out of either side of the wire management cover. If your countertop has
a hole for wire management, you can take advantage of routing the cable down out the bottom of the base into the countertop hole for seamless integration.
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➃ Reinstall Wire Management

*Enclosures with internal cable routing can take advantage of option A shown below with the
cable routed through the middle of the mounting plate. All other enclosures and devices will
use option B coming out of either side of the wire management cover. If your countertop has
a hole for wire management, you can take advantage of routing the cable down out the bottom of the base into the countertop hole for seamless integration.
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Refer to tablet enclosure
instructions to finish your solutions
assembly

STOP
Surface Mounting Options
Standard

For a non-permanent
mounting solution, use
the (4) included black
rubber hemispheres
(h). Peel off the film and
apply each hemisphere
to the perimeter of the
base as shown above

Warranty

Semi-Permanent

For a semi-permanent mounting solution,
use the (4) duraco strips (g) included with
your base. Peel off one side of the film
and stick it to the four positions pictured
above. Let the adhesive cure onto the
base for 3 hours before peeling off the
other side and sticking it to your desired
surface. Once you have stuck the base
down to a surface, let it sit for another 12
hours with NO interaction before use. To
remove duraco, take a piece of filament
such as fishing line or dental floss and run
underneath the base in a sawing motion
to cut the adhesive

This product comes with VAULT’s Lifetime Warranty. All items are covered under this warranty with the
following exceptions.
• Damage caused from misuse, abuse, neglect, acts of God.
• Lost parts or surface scratches from use or other actions.
• Stripped or broken screws, warped parts from misuse or
improper installation.
All warranty claims should be submitted through the company that you originally purchased the product
from. A receipt or other documentation showing date and location purchased will be required. Shipping
to VAULT and return shipping to the end user are the responsibility of the end user. VAULT reserves the
right to substitute a newer product or one of equal or higher value. If you should have any questions
concerning this policy or other items, please contact VAULT at the address contained in this document.

